WANT HER IN YOUR EMAIL?

name: The Link

copy and paste

loves: sharing links...

...that take you to spam sites that can give you viruses or worse.

hates: people who look at a URL before they click on it.

BE SAFE WITH SOCIAL NETWORKING

tech.rochester.edu/security
WANT HIM ON YOUR FACEBOOK?

name: Hack

code breaker

loves: password sloths

(people who use the same password for everything)

hates: strong passwords that aren’t used twice

BE SAFE WITH SOCIAL NETWORKING

tech.rochester.edu/security
WANT HER ON YOUR TWITTER?

name: Gossip Girl
information seeker
loves: too much information
people who post their locations or private data online
hates: people who keep their personal data private

BE SAFE WITH SOCIAL NETWORKING

tech.rochester.edu/security
WANT HIM ON GOOGLE PLUS?

name: Phish  
website snatcher  
loves: making site bait  
creates fake websites to trap you into giving him personal info  
hates: people who are safe about the websites they use.

BE SAFE WITH SOCIAL NETWORKING  
tech.rochester.edu/security
WANT THEM ON FACEBOOK?

name: Diz Guyz
Identity thief
loves: Being other people
pretends to be someone else to get information to impersonate others
hates: people who are cautious about who they connect with.

BE SAFE WITH SOCIAL NETWORKING

tech.rochester.edu/security
WANT HIM ON YOUR FACEBOOK?

name: Super Visor
Super Boss
loves: Facebook Stalking
or looking at any employee's and job candidate's social media
hates: seeing inappropriate and illegal activity that shouldn't be there

BE SAFE WITH SOCIAL NETWORKING
tech.rochester.edu/security